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ABSTRACT

General-purpose software applications are usually not
tailored for a specific user with specific tasks, strategies or
preferences. In order to achieve optimal performance with
such applications, users typically need to transition to an
alternative efficient behavior. Often, features of such
alternative behaviors are not initially accessible and first
need to be customized. However, few research works
formally study and empirically measure what drives a user
to customize. In this paper, we describe the challenges
involved in empirically studying customization behaviors,
and propose a methodology for formally measuring the
impact of potential customization factors. We then
demonstrate this methodology by studying the impact of
different customization factors on customization behaviors.
Our results show that increasing exposure and awareness of
customization features, and adding social influence can
significantly affect the user’s customization behavior.
Author Keywords

Adaptable interfaces, adaptive interfaces, customization,
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ACM Classification Keywords
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Interfaces – Graphical user interfaces.
General Terms

Human Factors, Measurement, Performance.
INTRODUCTION

One of the aims of HCI research is to design interfaces that
allow users to maximize their performance while
interacting with the computer. However, for complex
software applications, supporting optimal efficiency while
remaining universally accessible is a challenge [33]. For
example, many desktop applications are designed to
accommodate a broad spectrum of users and usage
scenarios. These general-purpose interfaces are usually not
tailored for a specific user with specific tasks, strategies or
preferences. As such, the most apparent way to use
software is rarely the most efficient way for any particular
user. Users typically need to adapt their own behaviors if
they are ever to achieve optimal performance.
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In some cases, alternative enhanced behaviors are, by
default, available for use. An example is preconfigured
hotkeys. However, in other cases, features that would lead a
user to more optimal performance are not initially
accessible and first need to be customized [18].
While evidence suggests users spend a considerable amount
of time personalizing the appearance of their interfaces [23]
(i.e. customizing aesthetics), they can be reluctant to
customize the functionalities to perform their tasks more
efficiently [21] (i.e. customizing behaviors). In particular,
users are reluctant to change their behavior when they are in
the middle of a production process [4]. However, at some
breaking point, a user may decide to perform a
customization. This may be triggered when the perceived
benefits outweigh the costs of setting up the customization.
If software systems can manipulate this breaking point,
then users could more rapidly approach optimal
performance.
Although many studies look at the performance of
customizable interfaces, few formally study and empirically
measure what drives a user to customize. Typically,
customizable interfaces are evaluated on the assumption
that the user does choose to customize [9]. Customization
factors established by Mackay [21] are probably the most
thorough to date, but the identified “triggers” and “barriers”
have not yet been empirically measured. In particular, it is
worthwhile to explore whether such factors can be
manipulated through the software application itself, to
increase the customization behavior of its users, and
ultimately, optimize their performance.
With these goals in mind, we present our contributions,
which are both methodological and empirical. First, we
describe the challenges involved in empirically studying
customization behaviors, and propose a methodology for
formally measuring the impact of potential customization
factors. We then demonstrate this methodology by studying
the impact which exposure, awareness, and social factors
have on customization behaviors. Our results show that
users develop different customization strategies, and that
some might be more eager to customize and switch to an
enhanced behavior. But more importantly, we also show
that increasing exposure and awareness, or adding social
influences, can significantly impact a user’s breaking point.
This implies that there exist customization factors which
can be manipulated in software.

RELATED WORK

Our work is related to research on novice to expert
transitions, personalized user interfaces, customization
facilities, and customization behaviors.
Learning and Novice-Expert Transition

Grossman et al. [17] explicitly identified the lack of
transitioning to a more expert approach as one of five main
learnability problems in software. Past research looked at
ways to help the user make this transition by explicitly
teaching how to use an alternative approach [18, 25, 31], or
even forcing the user to use the more efficient approach
[16]. That body of work, however, does not focus on the
customization portion of the transition.
Personalized User Interfaces

Software personalization can improve task performance and
reduce workload in GUI control structures. We refer the
reader to Findlater and McGrenere [12] for a detailed
overview of such user interfaces.
Prior work has proposed numerous adaptive user interfaces
that can improve user performance compared to static
interfaces. Most adaptive approaches looked at ways to
improve the performance of accessing items from a menu
[6, 11, 13, 15, 29, 35], with variations on frequency-based
menus [27] and split menus [14, 32] being very common.
Another example in the research literature is layered
interfaces [5, 10, 26, 33] which provide multiple levels of
interface complexity, to match a user’s skill level. Some of
these adaptable interfaces also showed benefits over
adaptive ones, with users performing faster [9], or showing
preference for adaptable interface over adaptive ones [26].
Typically, when such techniques are evaluated, the main
goal was to study the benefits of customization under the
assumption that the user customized, and not whether or not
the user would choose to customize [9]. Therefore, it still
remains important to formally study what causes a user to
choose to customize.
Customization Facilities

McGrenere et al. [26] pointed out that for some users the
amount of time it took to adapt the system was an inhibitor
to customization. As such, the customization facility should
be efficient. Research has proposed to simplify
customization by providing in-place customization features
(e.g. from user’s command history [19], or by selecting any
GUI widget in-place and replicating it onto a command
palette [34]). Neither of these two customization facilities
has been formally evaluated.
Mixed-initiative incremental interfaces [1, 36], and
multiple-interfaces [2] could improve the user’s
performance. Such interfaces provide mechanisms to
prompt the users to make a customization based on user’s
behavior, proficiency, or current task. An example is the
Adaptive Bar [7], which prompts the user to add a
command to an application bar based on historical
frequency of the command. The evaluation of that system

showed advantage over a purely adaptable system, and also
noted that novice users mostly did not customize the purely
adaptable system.
Customization Behavior

Users often customize software because they wish to
personalize it, improve their performance, or reduce their
workload while using the software [23]. However, Mackay
[21] showed that most users do not customize, and
identified a comprehensive list of triggers as well as
barriers to customization. However, few studies have
empirically evaluated the impact of these factors on
customization behaviors.
Past research has investigated user behaviors with different
personalized systems. Marathe and Sundar [24] showed that
customization behavior could depend on the proficiency of
the user, and that power-users might be more inclined to
customize to gain a sense of control over the software.
Social influence has also been identified as an important
factor that could influence user customization behavior [20,
21, 37] and could encourage transition to expert use [30].
Research has shown that often there exist users within
organizations that customize software and are willing to
share their customizations [22], which could also be
beneficial as it prevents intelligibility problems associated
with local customization [8]. In our study we investigate
how we can encapsulate this social influence into a mixedinitiative system in order to influence customization.
CUSTOMIZATION FACTORS

We define a user’s breaking point as when a user decides to
customize their software. The factors which Mackay [21]
identified are all potential influences of a user’s breaking
point. Those factors describe the contexts and the social
processes in which the user is more likely to customize. If
software systems could influence this breaking point by
manipulating those customization factors, then users could
more rapidly approach optimal performance.
However, some of the customization factors listed by
Mackay [21] are beyond the control of the software
application (e.g. external factors such as job changes).
Other customization factors can potentially be manipulated,
which we discuss below. There, we draw parallels between
these customization factors and factors that drive
technology adoption in general. We refer to the factors in
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT) [38]: performance expectancy, effort expectancy,
social influence, and facilitating conditions.
One of the first important triggers of
customization is the user’s performance expectancy, or
realization that there is an alternative way of performing the
task, which improves the user’s performance or reduces the
user’s workload. In order to customize software, the user
must also be aware of the facilitating conditions, or the
customization facility. If software could increase awareness

Awareness.

of the mechanism for performing customizations, it could
influence the user’s breaking point.
Exposure. It is often the case that the user is aware that

customization is possible, but believes that the process is
too complicated. The inability of the user to determine the
actual time it would take to switch from one way of
performing a task to another, where the time includes the
time to customize, could be a barrier to customization. On
the other hand, exposing the user to the customization could
change user’s effort expectancy and trigger a customization.
Social influences. The social influence to perform better or
simply like other users could be a strong customization
trigger. Furthermore, the recommendation from a friend to
customize could influence a user’s perceived benefit of the
customization. Integrating social cues with a software
environment may allow for such triggers.
METHODOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS

As we have discussed, software customization takes place
over time and is influenced by many factors. It is thus
worthwhile to empirically evaluate the relative impact of
these factors. Our goal is to develop a methodology where
during the study, the user can freely choose between using
some default behavior (e.g. using a menu), or choose to
customize using a customization facility (e.g. a
customization dialog box), to enable an enhanced behavior
(e.g. using a hotkey). The primary dependent variable of the
methodology is if and when a user chooses to customize.
However, studying a decision on behalf of the participant is
challenging, as extreme care must be taken to minimize any
bias of that decision process. Here we discuss the factors
and process of developing our study methodology in detail.
Motivation to Customize

In order for such a study to work, there must be a
reasonable motivation for the user to customize. This means
that the enhanced behavior that the customization enables
must provide real benefits in terms of task performance or
workload, in comparison to the default behavior. Unlike
real-world scenarios, where the benefits of the enhanced
behavior can propagate over long periods of time, lab
experiments have a limited duration. As such the benefits
need to be clear and immediate, so that it is to the user’s
advantage to customize. In particular, the enhanced
behavior should not have a steep learning curve.
Between vs. Within Study Design

Because customization behavior involves a user’s decision,
any exposure to the customization facility or enhanced
behavior could bias the user’s decision to perform future
customizations. If a user is exposed to multiple conditions,
their decision to customize in later conditions could be
influenced by experiences from the earlier conditions [9].
Thus, a between-subject design should be used.
Task Complexity

In real-world scenarios, customization is typically a
secondary task that competes for the user’s resources with

the user’s primary task. In the past, experiments used low
cognitive demand tasks which illicit customization (e.g. [9])
or even instructed users to customize in order to compare
the benefits of different personalization approaches (e.g.
[2]). However, in our case, we wish to evaluate the choice
to customize, so using a low cognitive demand task may
artificially bias users towards customizing. To achieve a
higher degree of external validity, the study may need to
include tasks that vary in cognitive load. However, due to
limited duration of lab experiments, it might not be possible
to test different tasks. In such cases the study should
include at least a single primary task with a reasonable
cognitive load.
Customization Facility

Desktop applications allow for a wide variety of
customization techniques [12]. In order to study
customization behaviors, it is important that the
customization facility used in the experimental task
generalizes well. Although some in-place customization
techniques have been explored [9, 19], customizations that
result in significant benefits typically have an associated
cost. For example, to define a new hotkey in Microsoft
Word 2007, a user needs to access a dialog, 4 levels deep in
the user interface. As such, for external validity, the
customization facility should have some associated cost.
LESSONS FROM PILOT STUDIES

Due to all of the above-noted challenges, we conducted
several pilot studies, to test various methodologies and
study environments. Our initial methodology was based on
Grossman et al.’s evaluation of hotkey usage [16]. A user
was shown an image and could either select an associated
menu item from the top of the screen, or use a
customization dialog to set up a hotkey for that item (in the
original work, the hotkey was already configured and
available for use). However, we found that the mental
demand of the enhanced behavior, using a hotkey, was too
high, and as such participants consistently chose not to
customize. It was apparent that this methodology did not
provide enough motivation to customize.
To simplify the enhanced behavior, we introduced a local
tool palette as the enhanced behavior. The users could
access the palette faster than the default menu bar at the top
of the screen. Because it offers a visual support for
successful recall of customized operations, this approach
required lower mental demand, but all participants were
customizing, and reported that it was obvious that this
would improve performance. Here, it became clear that the
abstract image matching task we chose did not introduce
enough task complexity.
As such, we introduced a more involved primary task to the
methodology. After running several participants, the
methodology seemed to provide a good balance, as
advanced users chose to customize, while less advanced
users did not. We settled on this methodology for our full
experiment, which we now describe in detail.
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The goal of th
his experiment is to comparee how exposurre,
aawareness, an
nd social facttors influencee customizatio
on
bbehavior. We looked at how
w these custom
mization facto
ors
innfluence the breaking
b
point,, the amount of
o customizatio
on
thhat the user iss willing to peerform, and ho
ow these facto
ors
ccompare in term
ms of the beneffit they providee to the user.
P
Participants

W
We recruited 64 participan
nts (34 femalle, ages 18-6
63,
m
median=27.5). The participan
nts were in a wide variety of
ooccupations. All
A were recruiited through online
o
classifieds
aads and internaal existing partiicipants lists, and
a compensated
w
with a $25 gift certificate.
A
Apparatus

W
We conducted
d the experim
ment on two HP Intel Xeo
on
ccomputers with
h 3.2GHz duaal-processor an
nd 12GB RAM
M,
rrunning Windo
ows 7. Both machines
m
were equipped with
ha
224-inch monito
or set to 1920
0×1200 resolu
ution, a standaard
ooptical mousee and QWER
RTY keyboarrd. Participan
nts
pperformed the task in separatte rooms, and the investigato
ors
m
monitored theeir progress using
u
a VNC
C-based remo
ote
ddesktop vieweer. The experrimental setup
p required tw
wo
ddifferent room
ms because fo
or one of thee conditions we
w
rrequired participants to come in with one of their frien
nds
aand take partt in the stud
dy at the saame time. Th
he
eexperimental so
oftware was im
mplemented usiing Java 5 SE.
T
Task

F
Figure 1 showss an overview of the experim
mental GUI an
nd
taask procedure..
M
Main task. Each
h participant had
h to recreate a reference grrid

oof items (Figu
ure 1.III-e) by
y populating a working grrid
((Figure 1.III-d)). Each item in the reference grid
g consisted of
s
(triangle, star, squarre,
thhe following properties: shape
ccircle), fill color (yellow, grreen, red, bluee), border (soliid,
ddashed, dotted), and a foreg
ground image (apple, banan
na,
bbasket, clock, lemon).

Popula
ating the grid. T
To recreate an item, the partiicipant had

to seleect a cell in the working grid, and theen select a
commaand correspondding to one off the four propperties. The
particippants added iteem properties one by one too the active
cell ussing one comm
mand for each pproperty. Diffeerent items
had diffferent number of propertiess that the partiicipant had
to channge, resulting iin some properrties being morre frequent
than otthers. A correct command ccaused the corrresponding
propert
rty to be addeed to the item
m in the grid.. The grid
selectioon was then ccleared so thaat the participant had to
select a cell to be eddited before perrforming each command.
This aallowed trackinng of trial tim
mes. A wrong command
causedd a 3 second peenalty and the sselection was ccleared. No
specifiic order was im
mposed for appplying the prroperties to
the cellls, with the exxception that thhe shape alwayys had to be
added first. The partiicipant was not required to coomplete an
item b efore selectingg a different ceell. Figure 1.III illustrates
mpletion of ann item made oof a star shapee, a banana
the com
foregroound image annd blue fill coloor. Items appeaared checkmarkedd in both grids when completted.
Comm
mand selection
n. To perform
m the comm
mands, the

particippants could seelect from one of the applicattion menus
(defaullt behavior) ccorresponding to the properrty (Figure
1.IIIa) or the commaand palette (enhhanced behavioor) (Figure
1.IIIc).. We expecteed a time savving of approxximately 1
secondd every time thhe palette was uused instead off the menu.
All com
mmands were available from
m the menus, but only a
subset of commands was initially aavailable from tthe palette.
We inttentionally pre-populated thee palette with ssome of the
commaands, becausee leaving it empty may bbias users
towardds customizatioon [9]. Each pproperty menuu contained
12 com
mmands (inclluding distractters, which w
were never
requireed to be used inn the study). Figure 2 shows the default
palettee, split into ffour property categories. T
The default
palettee contained all the needed shhapes, and a suubset of the
requireed other properrties. Each paleette section alsso included
exactlyy one distracterr that was neveer needed.

F
Figure 1. Experimental screensshot (I) with tassk (II), differentt components oof the study inteerface (III), and
d customization panel (IV).

C
Customization facility. Durin
ng the study the participan
nts

ccould customizze the palette through a custo
omization dialo
og
((Figure 1.IV) in
nvoked from th
he File menu to
t add or remov
ve
ccommands fro
om the palettee. For contro
ol purposes, th
he
pparticipants cou
uld customize only one com
mmand at a tim
me.
F
For a closer approximation
a
to customizattion facilities in
rreal software, we added a 10
1 second pro
ogress bar when
looading the diallog.

particippants had to usse the applicatiion menu at leaast once, to
becom
me familiar withh the default beehavior.
Beforee the study, andd after each bloock, the system
m informed
users aabout the possibbility to custom
mize. The messsage was:
“All ittems can be aaccessed throuugh the menu. The items
availabble in the paleette can be cusstomized throuugh the file
menu.”
”
The syystem provideed no further instructions oon how to
custom
mize. The partiicipants were allowed to rest between
blocks , with an enforrced rest of at lleast 20 secondds.
Condititions. The expeeriment was a llab study with a between-

subjectt design. The ccustomization conditions werre: control,
exposuure, awarenesss, and social. There were 16 pparticipants
in eachh condition. Eaach participantt was randomlly assigned
to one of the four grroups, but thosse participants who came
in withh a friend werre only used iin the social ggroup. The
conditiions were as foollows:

F
Figure 2. The application
a
men
nu (I) and the default
d
palette (II
(
leeft) and a fully
y customized palette
p
(II righ
ht) split into four
p
property catego
ories.
P
Procedure

B
Before the startt of the experim
ment, an experimenter escorted
thhe participantss to a study ro
oom, but did not provide an
ny
vverbal instructiions about the task. Instead participants
p
read
thhe instructionss once seated in the room. The instructions
aasked participaants to perform
m the task as quickly and as
aaccurately as possible. Butt the actual amount
a
of tim
me
pparticipants haad to spend on
o the study was completeely
ddependent on their
t
own perfo
ormance. As su
uch, participan
nts
hhad an implicit motivation to complete the study
s
efficientlly.
F
Figure 3 showss an overview of the experim
mental procedurre.
E
Each participan
nt completed 1 warm-up blo
ock and 12 stud
dy
bblocks. Each bllock consisted of a single refference grid. Th
he
sset of items used to fill in th
he reference grrid was the sam
me
aacross the stud
dy block, but the
t positions in
i the grid weere
rrandomly geneerated for each
h block. The paarticipant had to
eexecute exactlly 10 correct commands in
i the warm-u
up
bblock, and 60
0 correct commands in eacch of the stud
dy
bblocks. A block
k was completted only when
n all items in th
he
ggrid were co
orrectly recreeated. During warm-up th
he

- Conttrol – this conddition providedd only the menntion of the
existtence of the customizationn feature (i.ee. minimal
awarreness of the fuunctionality).
- Expoosure – this ccondition modeels high expossure to the
custoomization featture. Participaants in this ggroup were
forceed to practice customizing oone command during the
warm
m-up, and theen accessing tthat commandd from the
palettte. This was tthe only groupp that was everr instructed
on hhow to customiize. We includeed this conditioon because
it pprovides the exposure thrrough experieencing the
custoomization facillity.
- Awaareness – this ccondition increases the awareeness of the
custoomization featuure. Participannts received a nnotification
messsages informinng that customiizing a specificc command
enabbles faster acceess (Figure 4). We chose this approach
as it is similar to m
many past mixeed-initiative sysstems.
ial – this conddition adds a social componnent to the
- Socia
raiseed awareness ccondition. In thhis condition, ttwo friends
comp
mpleted the studdy at the samee time in separrate rooms.
The participants rreceived a sim
milar message as for the
awarreness conditioon, but the meessage was craffted so that
it saaid that the friiend customized a command and was
comp
mpleting the tassk faster (Figuure 4). The meessage was
provvided regardlesss of the friend’s activity. Thiis approach
allow
wed us to tesst the impact of social inflluences on
custoomization behaavior.

F
Figure 3. Overv
view of the experimental proced
dure for the fou
ur conditions.

Measu
ures

We m
measured the performancee time for individual
commaands, and the tootal study timee, as defined beelow:
 Com
mmand Time - tthe average tim
me between cell selection
(clicck on a grid ceell) to commannd execution ((click on a
mmand in a m
menu or in the palette). Onnly correct
comm
comm
mmands were coonsidered.
 Study
dy Time - the ttime it took too complete all trial grids
(not including breaaks).
We alsso measured w
when the partiicipants first ccustomized
and thee extent of custtomization which occurred:
F
Figure 4. Awareeness and sociall notification messages.

T
The participan
nts in the aw
wareness and
d social grou
ups
rreceived notifications during
g the rest timee after the first,
ssecond, and fo
ourth grid. In the first messsage the systeem
pproposed the most
m
frequent command that the participaant
hhad not custom
mized at that point, in the second message it
pproposed the most
m
frequent command that the participaant
hhad customized
d, and in the third message it proposed th
he
nnext most freequent comm
mand that the user had not
n
ccustomized. If all commandss were already
y customized, an
aarbitrary comm
mand was choseen.
D
Design

E
Each participan
nt completed 12 grids × 60 co
ommands each
h=
7720 command
ds. The frequ
uencies of commands weere
ccomputed baseed on 30 rand
dom drawings from a Zipfian
ddistribution of exponent 1 (reelative frequen
ncy 1/rank) [39
9].
T
The frequencies were rounded
d to produce 7 frequencies (1
12,
66, 4, 3, 2, 2, 1)). There were 14 commands that participan
nts
uused in the exp
periment (2 asssigned to each frequency). Th
he
ccommand to frequency
f
assiignment was counterbalanced
aacross particip
pants, with eaach command
d mapped to a
ffrequency oncee. The participaant did not kno
ow the comman
nd
ffrequencies upffront, but they became apparrent as they weere
thhe same every block.
W
We also inclu
uded one pla
anted comman
nd, which on
nly
aappeared twicce across thee entire study
y, to see ho
ow
pparticipants wo
ould respond to
o a command th
hat would not be
b
bbeneficial to customize.
c
Th
he planted co
ommand (lemo
on
im
mage) replaced
d one of the reegular image commands
c
in th
he
6th and 9th gridss.
A
Additionally, th
he items in the grid had diff
fferent propertiies
aand each item belonged to one
o of the fou
ur groups: item
ms
cconsisting of a shape only, a shape and 1 property,
p
a shap
pe
aand 2 propertties, and a shape
s
and 3 properties. Th
he
ffollowing defau
ult properties were
w assigned to
t a shape: whiite
ffill color, solid black border, and no foregro
ound image. Th
he
pparticipant never had to selecct any of the default
d
propertiies
aas they were prepopulated
p
on
o the item on
nce a shape was
w
aadded to the grrid. The warm--up grid contain
ned 4 items, on
ne
inn each group, and a set of 24
2 items were used during th
he
sstudy, with 6 ob
bjects in each group.
g

 Breaaking Point - tthe block in tthe experimentt when the
partiicipant decidedd to customize the first comm
mand.
 Custtomization Maggnitude - the nnumber of customizations
the participant peerformed in different bloccks in the
expeeriment.
Particip
pant expertise levels. To provide addition
nal insights

into thhe data, we cllassified users as power or non-power
users. To do so, parrticipants comppleted a post-eexperiment
questioonnaire askingg about their demographics,, computer
usage (e.g. amounnt of hours, type of taasks), and
mization behaavior. The ccustomization behavior
custom
questioons asked abouut the amount of customizatiion (if any)
and thee type of custoomization the uuser would perform (e.g.
personnalizing Gmaiil account loook, customizzing Word
commaand ribbon, m
modifying W
Word templatess, creating
Excel m
macros, etc.). This was donee to account foor different
levels of customizaation experiennce [28]. Thrree of the
authorss performed ddata coding onn participant’s responses.
The paarticipants weere grouped inn two categories: power
users (30 particippants) and non-power uusers (34
particippants). There w
was substantiaal agreement between the
coders (Fleiss' κ=0.6 35). The split bbetween power users and
non-poower users acrross conditionss was relativelyy balanced
(min=66, max=10, meedian=8).
RESUL
LTS

In thiss section we ppresent the results of our eexperiment.
Unlesss otherwise statted, we analyzzed parametric participant
data (ssuch as time too complete the study) with onne-way and
two-waay ANOVAs. Type II ANOVA was used when data
was m
mildly unbalannced. The paiir-wise compaarison was
done uusing a Tukeyy’s test. Non-pparametric datta, such as
numbeer of customizzations we anaalyzed using a KruskalWallis test and pairr-wise comparrison was donne using a
Mann--Whitney's U ttest. We used Fisher’s exactt test when
compaaring categoricaal data (e.g. nuumber of particcipants that
custom
mized and thosee that did not).
Perforrmance Time

One oof the impoortant design considerationns in our
methoddology was tto ensure thaat customizatiion would
benefitt the user (mottivation to customize). Accesssing items
from thhe command ppalette (mean=11.366s) was inndeed faster
than aaccessing an ittem from the menu (mean=
=3.226sec)
(F1,55=4422.99, p<.0011, η2=0.13). Addditionally, in all groups,

pparticipants wh
ho customized
d at least oncee completed th
he
sstudy faster than those who did not (F1,566=23.47, p<.00
01,
η2=0.42), with average comp
pletion times of
o 38.59min an
nd
449.03min respeectively (Figurre 5). It is alsso interesting to
nnote that there was a differen
nce in study completion
c
tim
mes
bbetween condittions (F3,56=4.26, p=.0087, η2=0.23), wheere
uusers in the soccial group com
mpleted the stud
dy faster than th
he
eexposure (p<.05) and awaren
ness (p<.005) groups.
g
Thus, th
he
ssocial factor miight have influ
uenced them to work faster.

Custom
mization Beha
avior Between
n Conditions

F
Figure 5. Study completion tim
me per group an
nd customizatio
on.
T
The error bars represent
r
95% confidence inteerval.

Figure 7. Number off participants oout of 16 that customized
ndition.
study ssoftware by con

C
Customization
n Strategies

P
Participants deemonstrated diifferent strateg
gies, but at th
he
hhigh level, we looked at: (1) strategies of th
hose that did not
n
ccustomize and (2) strategiess of those thatt did customizze.
A
Across the 64 participants, 46
4 customized and 18 did no
ot.
S
Some users in the control grroup (N=3) ch
hose to use on
nly
m
menus (1.1), bu
ut the majority
y of non-custom
mizers used bo
oth
thhe menu and the command palette (1.2). One participaant
w
who did not usse the palette stated
s
after the experiment th
hat
sshe prefers to “get
“ into the flo
ow” with one particular
p
way of
pperforming a taask and dislikess switching.

In the control group,, 6 out of 8 poower users andd 2 out of 8
non-poower users cusstomized. Thiss suggests thatt the study
design , to a degreee, resembles the real diffference in
mization behavvior between power and non-power
custom
users [23]. We fouund a similar trend in the awareness
group, and the diifference in number of tthose who
mized betweenn non-power uusers (4 out of 7) and
custom
power users (9 out off 9) approached significance (p=.0625).
We didd not find signnificant differeence between number of
power and non-pow
wer users who customized inn the other
may indicate thhat exposure and social
two grroups. This m
factorss are more effective for non-ppower users.

F
Figure 6. Exam
mples of customization stra
ategies of actu
ual
p
participants tha
at did not custom
mize (1.1 and 1.2) and those th
hat
ccustomized stud
dy software (2.1, 2.2, and 2.3).

Figure 8. Median breaking poin
nt block per condition.
not customize aare also included.
Particip
pants who did n

S
Strategies of th
hose participan
nts that custom
mized can furth
her
bbe classified in
nto: (2.1) earlly customization, (2.2) sparrse
ccustomization and (2.3) latter customizattion. The earrly
ccustomizers and late customizers tended to customize mo
ost
oof the commaands in quick succession (u
usually within a
ssingle block), differing only
y in the time when they firrst
sstarted customiization. The sparse customizers customizeed
eearly in the ex
xperiment, but took time to customize all of
thhe commands that they did
d, before switching to almo
ost
eexclusively usiing the palette. Figure 6 sho
ows examples of
thhese customizaation strategiess from actual participants.

We now look at the aactual customizzation behavioors between
mber of particiipants that
groupss. Figure 7 shhows the num
custom
mized in the fo
four conditionss. In compariison to the
contro l, the number of users who customized inncreased by
62.5% in the exposuure and awareeness conditionns, and by
50% inn the social coondition. Desppite the observvable trend,
the datta only represeents a single ssample per useer, and the
differeence did not reaach statistical ssignificance.

Breakin
ng point. Therre was a signifficant differencce between

the bbreaking poinnt between conditions (χχ2(3)=11.17,
p=.01008) (Figure 8). Participants in the control ggroup took
longer to decide too customize thhan the expossure group
(U=19 8, Z=2.76, pp=.005, r=0.699). The awarreness and
social groups also apppeared faster tto customize thhan control
the differencee approachedd significancee (U=173,
and th
Z=1.811, p=.0652, r=
=0.45 and U=1171.5, Z=1.7644, p=.0696,
r=0.444 respectively).. The participannts in the expoosure group
also ffirst customizeed earlier thaan awarenesss (U=73.5,
Z=2.144, p=.0329, rr=0.54) and social (U=766, Z=2.06,

pp=.0380, r=0.52) groups. Thiis was likely because
b
exposu
ure
ooccurred beforee the first blocck, whereas the awareness an
nd
ssocial messages appeared beffore the second
d block. Overaall,
thhis provides empirical
e
data that the evalu
uated factors can
innfluence a userr’s breaking po
oint.
C
Customization magnitude. Ou
ut of the 46 participants
p
wh
ho

ccustomized at least
l
one comm
mand, the perccentage of tho
ose
w
who customized all 7 of the command
ds was 57.45
5%
((N=27). Some participants (N=17, 9 poweer users, 8 no
onppower users) removed
r
somee of the distraactor comman
nds
ffrom the palettte. This is diffferent from otther studies th
hat
rreported that participants rareely remove feaatures [10]. Th
his
inndicates that some users, not only sw
witched to th
he
eenhanced beha
avior, but also tried to furtheer improve theeir
pperformance.
IIn order to furtther analyze th
he magnitude of
o customizatio
on,
w
we grouped bllocks in distin
nct periods in the experimen
nt:
sstart (blocks 1--4), middle (bllocks 5-8), and
d end (blocks 9112).
F
For all groups except contro
ol, most of thee customizations
ooccurred in th
he start period
d of the experiment (p<.0
05)
((Figure 9). In
n the control group, the sttart and midd
dle
pperiods were not
n significanttly different. This
T
means th
hat
eexposure, awarreness, and social conditions can help useers
ccustomize morre items earlierr, when custom
mization has th
he
m
most value.

measurred on a scalee from 1 to 7,, where 1 wass very low
impactt and 7 was veery high impacct. The mean reesults were
4 in exposure andd awareness, and 5 in soocial. The
differeences were nnot significanntly different (p=.452).
Howevver, the openn-ended questtions highlighhted some
interessting differencees between connditions.
The paarticipants in thhe exposure grroup saw the trraining as a
means to raise their aawareness of thhe customization facility.
Howevver, none of thhem commentted that exposure helped
them inn realizing thatt customizationn was easy to pperform:
“If it hhad not been ffor the informaation I derived during the
warmupp period, I wouuldn’t have cusstomized my paalette to the
elementts that appearedd most often.” –P
P12exposure
“Once I found out I cann customize, I thhought about whhen it is best
to custoomize and when it was not.” –P16exposure

For soome users, exxposure did noot trigger cusstomization
becausse they were uunsure of the bbenefits of thee enhanced
behaviior:
“At firsst I didn't bothher [to customizze], as I didn't see it as a
factor, thinking that there would bee so many griid boxes to
replicatte that choosingg customizationss would just takke up space
and cosst time.” –P8expoosure

For p articipants inn the awarenness group, rraising the
awarenness of custom
mization facilitty was enoughh to trigger
custom
mization:
“At firsst I was unawaare of the abilitty to customize the palette.
After I received that advice from tthe system, I rrealized the
monly used comm
mands on the
advantaage of having alll the most comm
palette and quickly addded them.” –P14
4awareness

Howevver, the contennt of the messsage was lesss useful to
some ppower users. Thhey were able to understand the benefit
of the eenhanced behaavior even befoore the notificaation:

F
Figure 9. Mediian number off customization
ns by period an
nd
ccondition. The values
v
do not in
nclude participa
ants that have not
n
ccustomized.

S
Some particip
pants also customized th
he lemon. Th
he
ppercentage of users
u
that custo
omized the lem
mon command in
thhe middle periiod was: 0% in
n the control grroup, 25% in th
he
eexposure group
p, 0% in the aw
wareness grou
up, and 6.25% in
thhe social grou
up. The differeences approach
hed significan
nce
(p
(p=.0652). Onee other particip
pant from the awareness
a
grou
up
((6.25%) custom
mized lemon in
i the end perriod. This cou
uld
m
mean that somee participants (mostly
(
in the exposure grou
up)
aacted impulsiveely and simply
y repeated the learned
l
action to
ccustomize with
hout considerin
ng the value of customization..
S
Subjective Res
sults

A
After the experriment we ask
ked the particip
pants about ho
ow
m
much impact the
t assigned co
ondition had on
o their strateg
gy
((e.g. “During the study yo
ou have receiived number of
nnotifications ab
bout what you
ur friend was doing.
d
To which
eextent did thiss impact yourr strategy?”). Responses
R
weere

“The tiips were never pparticularly impoortant, only the knowledge I
could ccustomize, whicch I did at a later while wiith my own
decisionns.” –P11awarenness (power userr)

Howevver, non-powerr users found thhis informationn helpful:
“It wass as if the system
m was giving cluues as to what w
was going to
be needded to do the nexxt task.” –P5awaareness (non-pow
wer user)

Most pparticipants feltt that the sociaal message incrreased their
awarenness of the cusstomization facility. It also m
made them
perform
m the task fasteer in order to ccompete with thheir friend.
“I didnn't even think abbout seeing if I could customizee the palette
until I nnoticed that my friend was doinng it. It sent me in the right
directioon.” –P15social
“I get vvery easily comp
mpetitive, so seeiing that he was performing
tasks fa
faster made me want to do bettter myself. Seeiing that the
customiizations helped hhis strategy madde me take the tiime to make
my ownn customizationss to enable me too work to my fulll capacity to
complette the task.” –P
P16social

The soocial message ccould have alsoo been a tippinng point for
some, as it increasedd their confideence that theyy would be
mization facilityy.
able too learn how to uuse the custom

“At first I did not want to change the option. I figured it would
take too much work. But when I saw that my friend changed it, I
thought I might as well try it once.” –P10 social
“During the first round I was not adventurous enough to spend
time discovering how to use/customize the pallet. After seeing my
friend had, I decided to attempt to customize my own, and
discovered it was a fairly simple process.” – P1social

However, for some participants in both awareness and
social groups, the notifications had little impact. In fact
some chose to disregard the messages thinking the content
had no importance, while for others the messages added
negative pressure, and may have inhibited customization:
“I didn't want to get stressed out by what he was doing. I really
didn't care what he was doing to be honest!” –P5social
“I didn't want to waste time [finding out how to customize]. I tend
to be rather competitive, so it just added extra pressure to
perform. [My friend] is competitive too, so I like to beat him if I
can.” –P7social
DISCUSSION

Through our analysis, we have identified that the factors we
tested have a significant influence on users’ customization
behavior. In this study, this was mainly manifested in
changing when a user chose to customize. While not
significant, it also seemed to influence whether or not a user
chose to customize. These are encouraging results.
The analysis revealed only subtle differences in the impact
of the three test conditions. Larger scale studies, with more
participants, may be required to more accurately measure
the relative impact of these factors. Most prominent was
that in the social condition, users performed the task
significantly faster than in other conditions. This could be
due to competition rather than benefits of customization.
Even so, in addition to changing the customization behavior
this approach could be used to increase user performance.
We also found that the factors might have a different effect
on power and non-power users. In the control group, only
25% non-power users customized, and in the awareness
group, only 57%. On the other hand, in the exposure and
social conditions, more non-power users customized (80%
and 78% respectively). This may indicate that awareness is
a weaker influence for non-power users.
In an actual application, exposure to the customization
facility could be achieved through occasional enforced
training. But it could also be combined with social
influences, where the system notifies the user about her
friend’s or colleague’s behavior and offers to guide her
through the customization process.
It was interesting to note that some participants chose not to
customize even in the test conditions. While we expected
this behavior in the control group, we found various reasons
for such behavior in other groups. In the exposure group
this could be due to participants being overly reluctant to
changing their behaviors [4]. Providing a rationale for
customization might help [3], but it remains unclear how

behavior of such users could be changed, and more research
is required. In the awareness and social groups some
participants did not customize simply because they chose to
disregard the messages. As such, other techniques to expose
users to awareness and social factors, besides system
messages, should be explored. An ambient display of such
information, which a user would not be as rushed to
dismiss, could be one potential solution [25].
The social condition might have an adverse effect on some
users, as the pressure to perform faster could inhibit their
willingness to explore customization options. Future
research should explore how social factors affect users with
different personalities. However, as users were under time
pressure in the lab study, it remains an open question if
such adverse effects would occur in a more relaxed setting.
A secondary contribution of our work is that we show how
sensitive customization studies are to the particulars of the
study methodology. Small changes made after each of our
pilots had large effects on user behaviors. Our experiences,
and our methodology considerations discussion, provide
important lessons for future customization studies.
In summary, each of the factors we tested impacted
customization behaviors, and some trade-offs between the
techniques appeared. In order to design successful
customization facilities, designers should consider the
strengths and weaknesses of these factors. However, some
of these influences could potentially work together (e.g.
social influence on top of a mixed-initiative system) to
remedy some of the weaknesses and enhance the strengths.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we demonstrated a methodology for
personalization studies which require a user choice. We
then used this methodology to design and execute a user
study. The results of the study exposed different
customization strategies and differences in how users
respond to increased exposure and awareness, and social
influences. We showed that these three factors can decrease
the time to the breaking point, and that software can in fact
control such factors in order to change user behavior.
Based on these findings we proposed directions in which
future research can improve customization facilities. While
our results may generalize beyond the specific facility and
enhanced behavior from our methodology, the factors
should be evaluated against different customization
approaches [12]. Also, our findings provide grounding for
follow-up field studies with more complex and real-world
software applications to test whether our results would
extend to such systems. As we discussed, lab studies have
inherent challenges when running studies that involve user
choice. It would be interesting to develop field study
methodologies to test how closely our results would be
replicated in actual usage scenarios. Nevertheless, our
findings provide insights into customization factors and allow
for more focused field studies of customization factors that can
be controlled by software.
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